








 

 

March 24, 2010 

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information & Administrator, National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 

Dear Mr. Strickling: 

I am writing to convey my strong support for the Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (OMMC) 
proposals to the U.S. Department of Commerce National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunity Program (BTOP) under the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).   

As Chancellor of the University System of Ohio, I have asked the Ohio Academic Resource 
Network (OARnet), the University System of Ohio’s technology operations arm, to facilitate the 
collaborative proposals to forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio which were 
submitted in the BTOP-Comprehensive Communities Infrastructure (BTOP-CCI) category.   

OARnet has interconnected three integrated applications that are collectively seeking $125M to 
$150M in BTOP-CCI federal funds.  Cumulatively, these proposals fall within the award funding 
thresholds of a single comprehensive proposal in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure 
(CCI) category.  These proposals are referred to as the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” which 
includes:  

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Horizon Telcom in 
southeastern Ohio 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

The CCI category (approximately $2.35 billion) focuses on Middle Mile broadband infrastructure 
projects that: 

• Offer new or substantially upgraded service to community anchor institutions (such as 
higher education, K-12, health care, libraries); 
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• Incorporate public-private partnership among government, non-profit and for-profit 
entities, and other key community stakeholders; 

• Bolster growth in economically distressed areas; 
• Commit to serve community colleges; 
• Commit to serve public safety entities; 
• Include a Last Mile infrastructure component in unserved or underserved areas or, 

commitment letters from one or more Last Mile broadband service providers; 
• Propose to contribute a non-federal cost match that equals or exceeds 30 percent of the 

total eligible costs of the project. 

The potential impact of expanded broadband services to Ohio’s higher education community 
and the state is vast. The OMMC will help generate jobs for Ohioans, provide services to 
unserved and underserved communities, expand health care facilities and program, increase 
distance learning opportunities, improve public safety, encourage community collaboration and 
more. 

Furthermore, the OMMC provides infrastructure support for Governor Ted Strickland’s priorities 
for the State of Ohio, including investing in Ohio’s workforce, improving Ohio’s business climate, 
strengthening Ohio’s cities, developing rural Ohio, and increasing access to education and 
health care, and creating jobs by expanding the middle mile connection to 54 counties. When 
combined with the 14 counties currently on the state network, that represents at total of 68 of 
Ohio’s 88 counties. 

On behalf of the University System of Ohio, I strongly support the Ohio Middle Mile Consortium 
applications. 

Sincerely, 
 

 
Eric D. Fingerhut 
Chancellor, Ohio Board of Regents 
 
 





 

 

 

 

 

 

March 25, 2010 

 

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 

Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 

and Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC  20230 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 

                                                             

The “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” (OMMC) is a public-private partnership facilitated by      

the Ohio Academic Resources Network (OARnet), the technology operations arm of the 

University System of Ohio, to integrate three Broadband Technology Opportunities Program-

Comprehensive Community Initiatives (BTOP-CCI) projects.  The OMMC will combine the 

three middle mile stimulus projects to form a coordinated and collaborative approach to meeting 

the needs of Ohio. These projects include: 

 

As members of the OMMC Executive Committee, and principals of the OMMC partners, we   

are signing this “Letter of Collaboration” to express to you our commitment to work dynamically 

and cooperatively to support the statutory purposes of BTOP, and to work in the best interests of 

the State of Ohio, to implement and sustain the following BTOP-CCI projects: 

 

 “Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium”(CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 

Telcom, covering 34 counties of southeastern Ohio 

 “GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” (GigEPAC OMMC)-led by Com Net, Inc., 

covering 28 counties of western Ohio 

 “Transforming NE Ohio from Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse-An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project”-led by OneCommunity, covering 20 counties in northeastern Ohio 

 

 

 



 

 

OMMC represents an umbrella under which its partners cooperate, innovate and collaborate to 

forge the optimal broadband solutions for Ohio.  OARnet will provide the administrative support 

for OMMC, as well as provide the statewide network to interconnect the three OMMC-related 

projects.  OARnet is positioned as a sub-recipient in all three applications. 

  

As OMMC partners, we have coordinated closely through the BTOP-CCI application 

development process to engineer complementary solutions, to ensure non-overlapping areas 

within the State, and to develop integrated projects to create a comprehensive middle mile 

network encompassing the state.   

 

Although each of our three proposals can stand on its merits, together they provide a seamless 

middle mile solution for the state.  Collectively, the federal funds applied for in the three 

proposals total less than the $150M threshold for the BTOP-CCI category, further reinforcing the 

integrated design. 

 

Governor Ted Strickland’s letter of support for OMMC recognizes the three related projects as a 

single integrated middle mile solution for the State, and encourages consideration of projects as a 

whole.  In his letter of support to you he wrote: 

 

“The Ohio Middle Mile Consortium applications have my strong support to be considered as a 

total package, to provide a comprehensive middle mile solution for Ohio.” 

 
We are committed to fulfilling the Governor’s vision. 

  

 

    
___________________________________          ____________________________________ 

Pankaj Shah, Executive Director                            Timothy Berelsman, Chief Executive Officer 

OARnet                                                                   Com Net, Inc. 

 

 

___________________________________           ___________________________________ 

William A. McKell, President/Chairman/CEO      Charles Berry, Chief Operating Officer 

Horizon Telcom                                                      OneCommunity 
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March 24, 2010 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 
and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                         
This letter is to endorse the ‘Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse, an Ohio Middle 
Mile Coalition’ fiber‐optic network project proposed by OneCommunity as presented in their application 
for broadband stimulus funds.  Consolidated Electric Cooperative, recipient of an award in Round 1, is a 
member‐owned electric cooperative headquartered in Mount Gilead Ohio that operates an electric 
distribution utility in central Ohio.  OneCommunity collaborated with Consolidated Electric Cooperative 
in the design of interconnection points to our fiber optic network in both their Round 1 and Round 2 
grant requests. 
 
Consolidated Electric Cooperative detailed a general lack of affordable Metro‐Ethernet services and 
broadband penetration in its Round 1 application.  We saw the need bridge severe and costly interlata 
connectivity issues in our service area with a dependable middle mile transport option.  The network 
and route proposed by OneCommunity would remedy connectivity and cost issues, further providing 
telecommunications options beyond Consolidated Electric Cooperative’s network. Should 
OneCommunity be successful in their request for stimulus funds and build the network as specified, it 
would be the intention of Consolidated Electric Cooperative to purchase wholesale access to the 
network on behalf of its tenants or negotiate an interconnection as a service provider, specifically as 
middle mile back‐haul to the larger urban areas of Columbus and Cleveland, OH. 
 
Consolidated Electric Cooperative recommends that the project as submitted by OneCommunity be 
funded by Broadband Stimulus funds so this network can be built for the long‐term economic 
development of Ohio. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 

Doug Payauys 
VP of Information Systems / CIO 
Consolidated Electric Cooperative 



305 E. Main St.  PO Box 106 
Coldwater, OH 45828 

(419) 678-4090 
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March 24, 2010 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 
and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the President of Baldwin-Wallace College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to 
express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, 
under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 
middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 
Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 
Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 
chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 
forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 
access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 
integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 
their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which 
serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 
government agencies across Ohio.   
 
The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services which will: 
 

 Offer lower cost Internet access and increased speed to residents in this area, 
thereby supporting our efforts to provide high-quality distance learning programs to 
the community. 
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 Support 2,500 commuter students who depend on off-campus connectivity. 
 Provide Baldwin-Wallace College with secondary connectivity to the Internet – 

guaranteeing a critical backup system for the overall functionality of this institution is 
in place. 

 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband 
needs of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals 
will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 
funding. 
 
Baldwin-Wallace College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband 
services in the Ohio. 
 
Best regards, 
 

 
 
Richard Durst, President 
Baldwin-Wallace College 
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The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 

Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 

Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC  20230 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 

                                                                     

As the president of the University of Cincinnati, I am writing to express support for the “Ohio 

Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National Telecommunications and Information 

Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the 

Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 

 

The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 

middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 

 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 

Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 

 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

 

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 

Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 

chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 

forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 

access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 

integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 

their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs), which 

serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 

government agencies across Ohio.   
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The awarding of these proposals will provide improved broadband across the State of Ohio, 

which has the potential to increase academic and research collaborations that would not have 

been possible before.  Additionally, partnerships with non-academic public and private entities 

can also be established due to the increased connectivity the University of Cincinnati will have 

with the areas affected by the awarding of these proposals. 

 

The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs 

of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will 

collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties, which when combined with the 14 

counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 

 

We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 

funding. 

 

The University of Cincinnati is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of 

broadband services in the State of Ohio. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Gregory H. Williams 

President 
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March 17, 2010 
 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the president of Clark State Community College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to 
express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” (OMMC) applications to the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities 
Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure category, under the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive middle 
mile services for Ohio.  The OMMC projects include: 
 
 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon Telcom in 

southeastern Ohio 
 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile Consortium Project-

led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource Network 
[OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was chartered by 
Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to forge a 
comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide access to the 
resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology 
infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus their branch campuses, 7 
urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers which serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting 
stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local government agencies across Ohio.   
 
The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services to anchor 
institutions in our area, such as the rural outreach sites of our campus and the twenty-four high schools 
with which we have dual enrollment partnerships in the GigEPAC Middle Mile Consortium in 
southwestern Ohio. 
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This will enable our institution to do the following: 
 Increase investments in technology and infrastructure and provide long-term economic benefits 

through workforce retraining, job creation and economic development. 
 Bridge the technological divide, boost economic opportunities to maintain and create jobs, and 

improve access to education and healthcare facilities in Springfield, Urbana and eastern Greene 
County cities, but particularly the rural communities of Champaign and Greene County. 

 Enhance and expand Internet connectivity to our branch campus in Beavercreek and our satellite 
operation at Ohio-Hi-Point Career Technology Center and its locations in Logan and Champaign 
counties.  

 
There is currently limited or lack of broadband services in Champaign County which has negatively 
affected our ability to deliver distance learning classes to various locations. 
 
We anticipate that implementation of OMMC projects will result in increased access to online 
learning, It is important that we give our rural communities more resources to link people, educational 
opportunities, and each other .   
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs of the 
state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will collectively 
expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 counties currently 
on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP funding. 
 
Clark State Community College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband 
services in the Ohio. We encourage your positive consideration of this application.  It will make a 
difference to the students we serve! 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Karen E. Rafinski, Ph.D. 
President 
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Friday, 19 March 2010 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information & 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the Dean of the Conservatory at the Cleveland Institute of Music, a qualified anchor 
institution, I am writing to express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to 
the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, 
under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 
middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 
Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 
Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 
chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 
forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 
access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 
integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 
their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which 
serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 
government agencies across Ohio.   
 
The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services to anchor 
institutions in Cleveland, such as the Cleveland Institute of Music and our many arts neighbors 
in the University Circle area. 
 
Our existing Broadband Service is modest; but, it has enabled our small conservatory of music 
to become a nationally known and respected distance learning content provider. Each year, 
using video conference technologies, we deliver over 500 “live” and fully interactive 



   

 
 

presentations to K-12 classrooms across the United States. We estimate that we are reaching 
approximately 13,500 students annually and introducing them to classical music while teaching 
a full spectrum of topics. 
 
Once completed the OMMC projects will enable our institution to: 
 

o Teach in 54 Ohio counties that we currently can reach only with great difficulty. 
o Offer an expanded concert and recital performance initiative to rural and inner-

city schools and communities that may never have experienced classical music. 
o Increase our community outreach to schools, retirement homes and health care 

facilities throughout the country. 
o Develop collaborative performance projects with partner higher education 

institutions and K-12 schools that may be very far from Cleveland, Ohio. 
 
Within our conservatory, completed OMMC projects will simplify our Broadband network 
configurations and allow us less expensive access to greater bandwidth. In turn, these 
improvements will allow CIM more collaboration opportunities, more access for our students to 
receive  high level training from artists and conservatories all around the world and enhance our 
many efforts to increase the audience for classical music. 
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband 
needs of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals 
will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 
funding. 
 
The Cleveland Institute of Music is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of 
broadband services in the state of Ohio. 
 
Best regards, 
 

 
Adrian Daly 
Dean of the Conservatory 
The Cleveland Institute of Music  
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March 25,2010

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information, and
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling:

As President of Heidelberg University, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express
support for the "Ohio Middle Mile Consortium" applications to the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology
Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category,
under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive
middle mile services for Ohio. The OMCC projects include:

• "Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)" - led by Horizon
Telcom in southeastern Ohio

• "GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium" - led by Com Net in western Ohio
• "Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile

Consortium Project" - led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by OARnet, the technology operations
arm of the University System of Ohio, which was chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to
facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to forge a comprehensive middle mile plan
for Ohio. OARnet was established in 1987 to provide access to the resources of the Ohio
Supercomputer Center. Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology infrastructure to
89 public and private higher education institutions plus their branch campuses, 7 urban centers
and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations,
as well as various hospitals, and state and local government agencies across Ohio.

The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services to anchor
institutions in our area, including the main campuses of both Heidelberg University and Tiffin
University main campuses, which are located in Tiffin.
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To have adequate broadband services available to the Heidelberg campus and Tiffin community
would enable us to:

• Foster inter-campus sharing of resources among campuses, libraries, hospitals, and
schools, including library collections and digital media which require higher bandwidth
rates than what is now available or affordable.

• Connect local citizens to online courses and materials, including bandwidth-hungry video
resources, as part of their online learning experience.

• Attract and retain our faculty by offering broadband throughout the surrounding area of
Seneca County, where they live. Currently, DSL and cable only serve limited areas,
mostly within the Tiffin city limits, leaving a disconnect between our technology-rich
campus and technology-poor living areas for our faculty and staff.

• Connect local businesses with our campus resources as well as many others around the
world through videoconferencing and other online delivery methods. With proper
broadband access, we can bring these resources to them without requiring them to
physically travel to us.

• Reduce our costs, and therefore the cost to students, of purchasing Internet bandwidth
since the last-mile connections would be shortened dramatically by having a point-of-
presence in Seneca County.

The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs
ofthe state's public and private higher education entities. The OMMC-related proposals will
collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio's 88 counties.

We understand that implementation ofthis project is contingent upon award ofNTIA-BTOP
funding.

Heidelberg University is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband
services in Ohio. Thank you for reviewing our input and considerations.

Best regards,

Robert H. Huntington, Ed.D.
President

RHH:km
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March 18, 2010 

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20230 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 

As the president of Hocking College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express 
support for the "Ohio Middle Mile Consortium" (OMMC) applications submitted to your 
agency's Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive 
Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act. 

The OMIVIC includes three integrated applications that collectively address comprehensive 
middle mile services for Ohio. The consortium is a public-private partnership spearheaded by 
the Ohio Academic Resource Network (OARnet), the technology operations arm of the 
University System of Ohio. OARnet was chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate 
the integration of collaborative proposals and forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for 
Ohio . Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and 
private higher education institutions, plus their branch campuses; seven urban centers; 23 
Information Technology Centers (lTCs) that serve the K-12 system; nine public broadcasting 
stations; and various hospitals, state and local government agencies across Ohio . OARnet 
has a 23-year history of providing advanced networking services throughout the State of Ohio 
to meet the needs of underserved communities while reducing costs of the state's higher 
education infrastructure. 

Funding the OMMC applications will enable our institution to: 

• 	 Collaborate in shared internet resources to reduce cost and provide improved delivery and 
participation of on-line learning programs; 

• 	 Facilitate enhanced educational delivery for our youth and adult populations throughout 
Appalachian Ohio; 

• 	 Collaborate with other higher education institutions, and facilitate economic development 
through innovative e-commerce initiatives; 

• 	 Reduce the institutional costs to distributed OARnet fiber optics networks, resulting in reduced 
costs to the region for business, nonprofit efforts, and education; and 

• 	 Facilitate additional internet resources to satellite offices, which would improve distance 
learning initiatives and enhance on-line learning programs. 

Office of [he r re~ idem 330 l Hocking Park war Nelsonville, OJ-] <15764-9588 
ph (740) 753-7004 fx (740) 7537005 .. ericbom@lhocking.edu www.hocking.ed u 

http:www.hocking.edu
mailto:ericbom@lhocking.edu


The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband 
needs of the state's public and private institutions of higher education. The OMMC-related 
proposals will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when 
combined with the 14 counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio's 88 
counties. 

I am pleased to advocate on behalf of this outstanding proposal, and will do everything I can to 
support the OMMC and its aim to improve the lives of so many Ohio citizens. 

Sincerely, 

330 L Ilocki ng Park\\'ay :: Nel,ollvi Ill!, OH 45764-9588 

ph (7·fO) 7SY~.5YI Ex (7,",0) 7.53-700S \I' \I'w.hocking.cdu 
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March 24th

 
, 2010 

Roy A. Church 
President 
Lorain County Community College 
1005 Abbe Road North SP 203 
Elyria, Ohio 44035 
                                                                     
As the Executive Director of the Lake Erie Educational Computer Association I am writing to 
express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities 
Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
 
I understand that the OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address 
comprehensive middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon Telcom 
in southeastern Ohio 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 

• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 
Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

 
We are excited about the prospect that Lorain County Community College will be a sub-recipient to 
the OneCommunity portion of the consortium.  We are especially enthused about the prospects 
that this project will have for the educational and economic development efforts throughout the 
county, particularly in the southern and less populated part of the county. 
 
The Lake Erie Educational Computer Association provides Internet access and a variety of 
application services to school districts in Lorain, Cuyahoga, Erie, Huron and Medina counties: 

• 25 Public Districts 

• 73 Non-Public Districts 

• 26 High Schools 

• 30 Middle Schools 

• 150 Elementary Schools 

• Approximately 100,000 students 
 
As we understand the OneCommunity / Lorain County Community College (LCCC) component of 
the project our data center, which currently has high-speed connections to all of the districts 
outlined above, would receive a high-speed broadband connection to the LCCC facility.  This high-
speed connection will allow the schools in our service area enhanced access to educational 
opportunities offered by LCCC and their various partners. Currently our connection to the LCCC 
campus is limited to the bandwidth of a single T1 line.  This connection would also enhance our 
ability to provide high-speed access to the Internet via LCCC’s existing data network. 
 
  

 

 

Lake Erie Educational Computer Association 
 

1885 Lake Avenue     Elyria, Ohio  44035 
 Elyria  (440) 324-3185 
 Lorain  (440) 244-1659 
 Fax (440) 324-7355 

Linking Education Everywhere Creating Achievement 



Fiscal Agency - Educational Service Center of Lorain County 

 
 
We are happy that the state has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the 
broadband needs of the state’s public and private higher education entities, and through Lorain 
County Community College, to meet the educational needs of the county.   
 
We are excited about the possibility and look forward to a favorable review.  We will do whatever 
we can to make this a success for the county and the region. 
 
The Lake Erie Educational Computer Association is pleased to be engaged with the OMMC to 
extend the impact of broadband services in the county. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
Lloyd Wright 
Executive Director 
L.E.E.C.A. 
440-324-3185 x1153 
wright@leeca.org  
 



LAKE ERIE
COLLEGE

March 17,2010

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling
Assistant Secretary for Communications and lnformation
and Administrator, NationalTelecommunications and lnformation Administration (NTIA)
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling:

As the president of Lake Erie College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express
support for the "Ohio Middle Mile Consortium" applications to the National Telecommunications
and lnformation Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) in
the Comprehensive Community lnfrastructure (CCl) category, under the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive
middle mile services for Ohio. The OMCC projects include:

. Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon
Telcom in southeastern Ohio

. GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio
o Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile

Consortium Project-led by OneOommunity in northeastem Ohio

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource
Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was
chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to
forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio. OARnet was established in 1987 to provide
access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center. Currently, OARnet provides an
integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus
their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 lnformation Technology Centers (lTCs) which
serve K-12,9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local
government agencies across Ohio.

The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services to anchor
institutions in our area, such as the City of Painesville, Lakeland Community College and
corporations such as Steris, Lincoln Electric and PCC Airfoils.

This will enable our institution to (for example):
. lncrease investments in technology and infrastructure and provide long term

economic benefits through workforce retraining, job creation and economic
development

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Michael T. Victor
President
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. Bridge the technological divide, boost economic opportunities to maintain and create
jobs, and improve access to education and healthcare facilities in Painesville

o Enhance and expand lnternet connectivi$ to numerous high schools and libraries in
the area.

We anticipate that implementation of OMMC projects will result in expanded access for
residents and students to education and training, access to health care facilities, economic
development, collaboration, new programs in previously unserved or underserved areas and
new collaborative capabilities.

The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband
needs of the state's public and private higher education entities. The OMMO-related proposals
will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio's 88 counties.

We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP
funding.

Lake Erie College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband
services in the Ohio.

Best regards,

MichaelT. Victor
President



 
 

 
 

Lakeland Community College 
Letter of Support 

 
March 19, 2010 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the Technology Director of Lakeland Community College (LCC), a qualified anchor 
institution, I am writing to express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” (OMMC) 
applications to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community 
Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 
middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 
Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 
Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 
chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 
forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 
access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 
integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 
their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which 
serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 
government agencies across Ohio.   
 
There is limited network/fiber connectivity between Lakeland’s main campus located in Kirtland, 
Ohio to Lakeland’s Madison, Ohio campus. The current T1 line connecting the two sites is 
based on older analog technology which negatively impacts growth, stability, and versatility. The 
proposed OMMC project will assist Lakeland by offering a more stable infrastructure, creating 
enhanced services, and planning for future growth, primarily at our Madison branch campus.  
 



 
 

The first goal of the OMMC project in regards to Lakeland is to offer a more stable infrastructure 
to the community. For example, Lakeland runs an application that tests students in mathematics 
and science, for placement in the appropriate college level classes. The connection between the 
Main Campus and the Madison branch campus is extremely slow due to lack of fiber 
infrastructure in the surrounding area. Therefore, only one testing station can be running at a 
time. All other programs that run at Madison face similar network bottleneck issues including: 
Internet access, phones, video surveillance, medical coding, and nurse training.  
 
The second goal is to offer enhanced services to the community. Since Lakeland is a public 
institution, community members and students use the facilities in order to perform research. In 
addition, Lakeland partners with other entities within Lake County. For example, security 
cameras at the Madison campus, although not specifically designed for this use, monitor the 
Laketran building across the street. Laketran is Lake County’s bus system so this security 
impacts the community overall. Expanding the fiber infrastructure will allow Lakeland to offer 
more wireless services to visitors, while also allowing it to enhance our security position not only 
for Lakeland but that of Laketran. 
 
The third goal of the OMMC project is future growth and expandability.  This project will 
immediately impact our Madison campus, but will also allow for the addition or expansion of 
future Lakeland locations throughout Lake County. Expanding the fiber infrastructure will permit 
us to partner with other entities wanting to be connected to Lakeland for research, 
communication, or other community outreach programs.  In addition increased bandwidth to the 
Madison area will also improve the students connections to our distance-learning platform. This 
infrastructure project will make the bandwidth available for all these types of initiatives. 
 
Overall, by enhancing Lakeland’s access, we are assisting the community and helping 
individuals train for jobs, and providing the environment for increased economic development.  
This project will allow Lakeland to continue to offer localized classes in our well-established 
nursing and health-related programs.  This project will continue to help us bridge the 
technological divide by offering open access to computers for the community. In addition to 
helping Lakeland the community will be helped with additional bandwidth allowing for items such 
as remote area access to medical facilities by being connected through the fiber to other urban 
medical centers. Ultimately, the OMMC project is one in which Lakeland can assist the 
community in its future growth and development.  
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband 
needs of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals 
will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 
funding. 
 
Lakeland Community College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of 
broadband services in the Ohio. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
Rick Penny 
Director for Administrative Technologies  



 

 
 

 
March 24, 2010 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the President of Marietta College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to 
express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) 
category, under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address 
comprehensive middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 
Telcom in southeastern Ohio, 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio, and 
• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio. 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 
Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, 
which was chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of 
collaborative proposals to forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet 
was established in 1987 to provide access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer 
Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public 
and private higher education institutions plus their branch campuses, 7 urban centers 
and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting 
stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local government agencies across 
Ohio.   
 
Even though Marietta College is a private liberal arts college, we have worked with the 
public community college in Marietta in the past to assist them in securing less 
expensive broadband connectivity.  Currently, Marietta College provides the means for 
the City of Marietta to connect to the Internet.  These are just a couple of examples 
where Marietta College has strived to bring broadband connectivity to Washington 
County, Ohio, at an affordable cost.   
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This will enable our institution to: 
 

• Increase investments in technology and infrastructure and provide long term 
economic benefits through workforce retraining, job creation and economic 
development, 

• Bridge the technological divide, boost economic opportunities to maintain and 
create jobs, and improve access to education and healthcare facilities throughout 
Washington County in Ohio, and 

• Enhance and expand Internet connectivity to the 7 high schools, the Washington 
County Career Center, 6 public library locations, and numerous other public 
agencies. 
  

There is currently limited or lack of broadband services in Washington County which has 
negatively affected our ability to offer our interns in Teacher Education the ability to 
connect back to our Education Department. 
 
We anticipate that implementation of OMMC projects will result in Marietta College being 
able to be used as an anchor institution to provide connectivity to many of the rural 
school systems within Washington County.  Due to the limited broadband availability 
throughout most of the county, these schools have no hope of inexpensive connectivity 
at the current time.  We anticipate that broadband connectivity in these schools will 
assist Marietta College in offering enhanced Teacher Education for the underprivileged 
students. 
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the 
broadband needs of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-
related proposals will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, 
when combined with the 14 counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of 
Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-
BTOP funding. 
 
Marietta College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband 
services in Ohio. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Jean A. Scott 
President 













 
 
 

March 19, 2010 
 
 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling, Assistant Secretary for 
Communications and Information and  
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
The purpose of this letter is to express my support for the Ohio Middle Mile 
Consortium (OMMC) applications to the National Telecommunications 
and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community 
Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act (ARRA). Ohio University, a qualified anchor institution, 
is pleased to partner with the OMMC to increase the positive effects of 
broadband services in the Ohio. 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address 
comprehensive middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC), 

led by Horizon Telcom in southeastern Ohio 
• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium, led by Com Net in western 

Ohio 
• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio 

Middle Mile Consortium Project, led by OneCommunity in northeastern 
Ohio 

 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio 
Academic Resource Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of  
the University System of Ohio, which was chartered by Chancellor Eric  
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Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to forge a 
comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 
to provide access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  
Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology infrastructure to 89 
public and private higher education institutions plus their branch campuses, 
7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which serve 
K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state 
and local government agencies across Ohio.   
 
The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband 
Services to anchor institutions like Ohio University’s five regional campuses 
and two satellite locations. These sites are hubs for economic development 
and research activities in the southeastern quadrant of the state of Ohio. 
 
For example, the initiative will enable Ohio University to: 
• Increase investments in technology and infrastructure, providing long 

term economic benefits through workforce retraining, job creation and 
economic development 

• Bridge the technological divide, boosting economic opportunities to 
maintain and create jobs, and improving access to education and 
healthcare facilities in southeastern Ohio 

• Enhance and expand Internet connectivity to numerous colleges, high 
schools, and libraries in the southeast Ohio region 

• Greatly improve statewide efficiencies through shared technology 
services, expanded distance learning opportunities, and significantly 
increased research activities 

 
Historically, the lack of broadband services has substantially limited these 
types of improvements to the region’s economic development. OMCC 
middle mile connectivity will expand broadband availability and bring 
together the underserved areas of this largely rural region. 
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet 
the broadband needs of the state’s public and private higher education 
entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will collectively expand middle mile 
connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 counties 
currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
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We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon 
award of NTIA-BTOP funding. Please let me know if I can provide further 
information or answer any questions you may have.  
 
Cordially, 
 
 
 
Roderick J. McDavis 
President 
 
  







 

   
                                  Office of Information Technology 

March 19, 2010 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the Chief Information Officer of Ohio University, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express 
support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National Telecommunications and 
Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the 
Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act (ARRA). 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive middle mile 
services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon Telcom 
in southeastern Ohio 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource Network [OARnet], 
the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was chartered by Chancellor Eric 
Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to forge a comprehensive middle mile plan 
for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer 
Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher 
education institutions plus their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers 
(ITCs) which serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 
government agencies across Ohio.   
 
The OMMC will provide the critical infrastructure necessary to allow delivery of competitive educational, 
research, and economic development resources to our anchor institutions. Currently, the southeast Ohio 
region has limited connections to the OARnet network (state higher educational network). These limited 
POPs (points of presence) leave the majority of the educational institutions on leased-line circuits with 
significant bandwidth limitations. The ability to offer advanced technology-based services to the region is 
greatly diminished due to this major infrastructure weakness. 
 
The CAOMMC will extend these critical Broadband Services to anchor institutions in our area, such as the 
Ohio University main campus, the five (5) regional Ohio University campuses, and community colleges in 
the SE Ohio region. 
 
This will enable our institution to: 

• Extend media-rich educational services to the region 
• Consolidate critical services for delivery to under-served institutions 
• Improve efficiency through shared IT service initiatives 
• Allow all institutions to participate in national and international programs 
• Support expansion of cost-effective broadband services to economic development 

initiatives through shared/local POPs 
• Improve research competitiveness through expanded and configurable broadband capacity 



 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs of the 
state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will collectively expand 
middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 counties currently on the state 
network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP funding. 
 
Ohio University is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband services in the Ohio. 
 
Best regards, 
 

 
J. Brice Bible 
Chief Information Officer 
Ohio University 
Athens, OH 45701  
 
 



 

 

 
 

 

March 19, 2010 

 

 

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 

Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information and Administrator 

National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC  20230 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 

                                                                     

As the president of Ohio Wesleyan University, a qualified anchor institution, I write to 

offer my support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 

Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) 

category, under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 

 

The OMMC approach looks to three integrated applications which collectively address 

comprehensive middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 

 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by 

Horizon Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 

 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle 

Mile Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

 

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 

Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, 

which was chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of 

collaborative proposals to forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet 

was established in 1987 to provide access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer 

Center. Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public 

and private higher education institutions plus their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 

23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting 

stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local government agencies across 

Ohio.   
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The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services to 

anchor 

institutions in many areas of the state.  In particular, we see the proposed increased 

investments through OMMC to advance and address community collaboration, services 

to underserved populations, and economic development, all of which are greatly needed 

in Ohio. 

 

We appreciate the OMMC’s cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the 

broadband needs of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-

related proposals will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, 

when combined with the 14 counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of 

Ohio’s 88 counties. 

 

Ohio Wesleyan University is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of 

broadband services in the Ohio. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Rock Jones, Ph.D. 

President 
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The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 
and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the president of Owens Community College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to 
express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities 
Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 
middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 
Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource Network 
[OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was chartered by 
Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to forge a 
comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide access to 
the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an integrated 
technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus their branch 
campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which serve K-12, 9 
public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local government agencies 
across Ohio.   
 
The three areas that the OMMC project will assist are the areas that are most dynamically affected 
by the digital divide that is affecting the United States.  The Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle 
Mile Consortium will provide broadband connectivity to Ohio’s most underserved area and one of 
the highest areas for unemployment.  The Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech 



Powerhouse will assist in the redevelopment of one of Ohio’s most industrialized areas that has 
been hard hit by the recent recession.  
 
The GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium will directly affect students that Owens Community 
College serves in western Ohio.  Many residents in these areas do not have access to reasonably 
priced broadband Internet services.  Most Owens students are working adults that are juggling 
family, work, and educational responsibilities.  By providing good Internet services, we are helping 
them study from home and be successful in their studies. 
 
The Middle Mile Consortium will provide economical Internet services to area school systems.  
Broadband Internet connections facilitates the partnership between Owens Community College and 
the school systems.  These partnerships will result in achieving the Early College Credit and 
sophomores to seniors' goals of the Strategic Plan for Higher Education. 
 
Owens has developed several excellent training programs with GROB and Cooper Tire and Rubber.  
Improving available broadband access to these industries will facilitate the training and college 
level courses that Owens conducts for these companies.  With increased Internet connectivity, new 
course offerings would be offered.  These courses would include distance education courses as well 
as management courses using Owens Internet based closed circuit TV system.   
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs of 
the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will 
collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 
funding. 
 
Owens Community College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband 
services in the Ohio. 
 
Best regards, 

  
Larry McDougle, Ph.D. 
Interim President 
 
 
  
 







 

 

 

March 19, 2010 

 

 

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 

Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information &  

Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC  20230 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 

                                                                     

As the president of Rhodes State College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express 

support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 

Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, 

under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 

 

The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 

middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 

 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 

Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 

 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

 

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 

Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 

chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 

forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 

access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 

integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 

their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which 

serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 

government agencies across Ohio.   

 

There are currently limited broadband access points within Northwest Ohio which drives up last 

mile costs for Rhodes State, K12 schools, hospitals, industries, and homes.  This has negatively 

impacted our ability to deliver the expanded video-enriched distance learning offerings to 

students within the 10 counties included the College’s service area. 

 

We anticipate that implementation of OMMC projects will result in: 

 

 Improved access for delivering video conferencing courses to the Allied Health 

Consortium member institutions (Urbana University, Northwest State Community 

College, Marion Technical College, and Rhodes State). 



 

 

 

 Expanded access for students to connect to Rhodes State’s distance learning offerings.  

 Reduced cost for Rhodes State’s last mile connection and the potential off-site facilities 

outlined within the College’s Institutional Strategic Plan 2012. 

 Expanded access to Lima healthcare area facilities for sharing training materials. 

 Enhanced communications with emergency response teams within Allen County. 

The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs 

of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will 

collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 

counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties.  Substantially 

upgrading the broadband infrastructure through the OMMC project will enable Rhodes State 

College to better fulfill its mission of “changing lives, building futures, and improving 

communities through higher learning.”      

 

We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 

funding. 

 

Rhodes State College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband 

services in Ohio. 

 

    Best regards, 

 

 

      Debra L. McCurdy 

      President, Rhodes State College 
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The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 

Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 

and 

Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC  20230 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 

                                                                     

As the president of Southern State Community College, a qualified anchor institution, I am 

writing to express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 

Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, 

under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 

 

The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 

middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 

 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 

Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 

 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

 

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 

Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 

chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 

forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 

access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 

integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 

their branch campuses, seven urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) 

which serve K-12, nine public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and 

local government agencies across Ohio.   
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The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services to anchor 

institutions in our service area, including Adams, Brown, and Highland counties.   

 

This will enable our institution to: 

 Increase investments in technology and infrastructure and provide long term 

economic benefits through workforce retraining, job creation and economic 

development. 

 Bridge the technological divide, boost economic opportunities, and improve access to 

higher education and healthcare resources in our rural Appalachian area. 

 Enhance and expand Internet connectivity to all of our five counties, four campuses, 

over 20 high schools, and numerous libraries in the area. 

 

There is currently a lack of broadband services in the southern half of our large service area 

which has negatively affected our students’ access to higher education opportunities and our 

communities’ ability to compete in attracting new businesses and jobs, within a global economy. 

 

We anticipate that implementation of OMMC projects will result in improved access to higher 

education through distance learning and hybrid courses, workforce training, expertise and 

diagnosis in healthcare, and small and large business development opportunities. 

 

The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs 

of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will 

collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 

counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 

 

We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 

funding. 

 

Sothern State Community College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of 

broadband services in the Ohio. 

 

Best regards, 

 

 

 

Kevin Boys, Ed.D. 

President 
  















 
 

              
 
 
 
 
 
 
March 24, 2010 
 
 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 
and 
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As the Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs of  The University of Toledo, 
a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile 
Consortium” applications to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration 
(NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive 
Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA). 
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 
middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 
 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 
Telcom in southeastern Ohio 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 
 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 

Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 
Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 
chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 
forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 
access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 
integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 
their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which 
serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 
government agencies across Ohio.   
 
One critical element of The University of Toledo’s mission is “Engagement, Outreach and 
Service”. We hold that it is our duty to try to provide services that meet students' and regional 
needs and, where possible, exceed expectations; be a global resource and the partner of choice 
for education, individual development. We also recognize that increasing demands of the global  



 
 

Page 2 
 
economy require that American high school students graduate with the knowledge and skills 
necessary to succeed in college, the workplace and life. Unquestionably, the goals and mission 
of OMMC align well with the mission of The University of Toledo. We can certainly work in 
concert to enhance outcomes for our community. 
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband 
needs of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals 
will collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon the award of NTIA-BTOP 
funding. 
 
The University of Toledo is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage the impact of 
broadband services in the Ohio. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Rosemary Haggett, Ph.D. 
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs  







        

 

 

 

Monday, March 22, 2010 

The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 

Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 

and 

Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC  20230 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling:                                                            

As the president of Washington State Community College, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to 

express support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National Telecommunications 

and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the 

Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, under the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 

The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive middle 

mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon Telcom in 
southeastern Ohio 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 

• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile Consortium 
Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

 

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource Network 

[OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was chartered by 

Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to forge a 

comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide access to the 

resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an integrated technology 

infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus their branch campuses, 7 urban 

centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting 

stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local government agencies across Ohio.   

710 Colegate Drive 
Marietta, Ohio  45750 

740.374.8716 

Fax 740.373.7496 

Charlotte R. Hatfield, Ph.D. 
President 



 

The OMMC proposed projects will enable Washington State Community College to reach more 

students and potential students in need of distance learning opportunities.  Expanding distance learning 

offerings and opportunities is one of four, strategic initiatives for Washington State and is in direct 

support of the University System of Ohio’s Strategic Plan for Higher Education.  By enabling a greater 

percentage of Washington and Morgan county residents to subscribe to broadband services, 

Washington State will be able to more effectively offer educational services to constituents within our 

service district.  The current lack of broadband access prohibits many students from attending college. 

The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs of the 

state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will collectively 

expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 counties currently on 

the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 

We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP funding. 

Washington State Community College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of 

broadband services in the Ohio. 

Best regards, 

 

 

 

Charlotte Hatfield, Ph.D. 

President 

Washington State Community College 
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March 18, 2010 
 
 
The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information and  
Administrator, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 
                                                                     
As President of The College of Wooster, a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express 
support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” (OMMC) applications to the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, 
under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
 
The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 
Network (OARnet), the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was 
chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 
forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for the State of Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 
to provide access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet 
provides an integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education 
institutions plus their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology 
Centers (ITCs) which serve K-12 institutions and 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as 
various hospitals and state and local government agencies across Ohio.   
 
The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 
middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMMC projects include: 
 

• Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon 
Telcom in southeastern Ohio; 

• GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio; and 

• Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile 
Consortium Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio. 

 
The OMMC proposed projects will extend and enhance critical Broadband Services to anchor 
institutions in our area, such as The College of Wooster and the Wooster City School District, as 
program and service collaborators with schools and not-for-profit organizations in more rural 
areas outside the City of Wooster where Broadband Services are limited by current 
telecommunications infrastructure. 
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The proposed projects will enable The College of Wooster to: 
 

• Collaborate with elementary and secondary schools in educational programs and 
outreach activities through the College’s own education program and student 
volunteer organizations; 

• Extend our emerging social entrepreneurship efforts to assist non-profit service 
organizations in these areas; 

• Provide opportunities for our students to use the enhanced connectivity to conduct 
research in these communities or with organizations within these communities; and 

• Offer the wider community the opportunity to attend, via the Internet, our campus 
speaker series’ or other major events that we plan to broadcast in the future. 

 
The College of Wooster is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband 
services in Ohio. We support efforts to create more opportunities for carrier competition in our 
area and to provide affordable access for senior citizens and families.  Additionally, the College 
would benefit from the availability of alternative service providers and redundant infrastructure, 
which are essential to keep our Internet communications operable during times of outage of our 
primary service. 
 
We anticipate that implementation of OMMC projects will result in expanded access for 
elementary and secondary faculty and students to resources available through The College of 
Wooster and expanded opportunities for the College’s students, faculty, and staff to collaborate 
with individuals and organizations in previously unserved or underserved areas.  
 
The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband 
needs of Ohio’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will 
collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 
counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 
 
We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 
funding, and we thank you for your consideration of this request. 
 
Sincerely yours, 

 
Grant H. Cornwell 
President  
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The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling 

Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 

and Administrator, National Telecommunications and 

Information Administration (NTIA) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC  20230 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling: 

 

As the president of Zane State College a qualified anchor institution, I am writing to express 

support for the “Ohio Middle Mile Consortium” applications to the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Broadband Technology 

Opportunities Program (BTOP) in the Comprehensive Community Infrastructure (CCI) category, 

under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 

 

The OMMC includes three integrated applications which collectively address comprehensive 

middle mile services for Ohio.  The OMCC projects include: 

 

 Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium (CAOMMC)-led by Horizon Telcom in 

southeastern Ohio 

 

 GigEPAC Ohio Middle Mile Consortium-led by Com Net in western Ohio 

 

 Transforming NE Ohio: From Rust Belt to Tech Powerhouse - An Ohio Middle Mile Consortium 

Project-led by OneCommunity in northeastern Ohio 

 

The OMMC is a public private partnership spearheaded by the Ohio Academic Resource 

Network [OARnet], the technology operations arm of the University System of Ohio, which was  

chartered by Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to facilitate the integration of collaborative proposals to 

forge a comprehensive middle mile plan for Ohio.  OARnet was established in 1987 to provide 

access to the resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center.  Currently, OARnet provides an 

integrated technology infrastructure to 89 public and private higher education institutions plus 

their branch campuses, 7 urban centers and 23 Information Technology Centers (ITCs) which 



   
  
 
serve K-12, 9 public broadcasting stations, as well as various hospitals, and state and local 

government agencies across Ohio.   

 

The OMMC proposed projects, specifically the Connecting Appalachian Ohio Middle Mile Consortium, 

will realize significant positive outcomes for Zane State College (Zanesville and Cambridge, 

Ohio).  The Cambridge campus is the only permanent higher-education facility in rural Guernsey 

County.  Serious technology infrastructure needs are impeding workforce development and degree-

seeking students.  Enrollment at the College continues to grow at a fantastic pace and demand has long 

exceeded what little internet capacity is available.  The proposed project will serve to move high-speed 

capabilities into the area.  As Zane State College expands offerings that enable Ohioans to get back to 

work, the internet infrastructure is critical to student success. 

 

The OMMC has adopted a cooperative and collaborative approach to meet the broadband needs 

of the state’s public and private higher education entities.  The OMMC-related proposals will 

collectively expand middle mile connection to 54 counties which, when combined with the 14 

counties currently on the state network, represent 68 of Ohio’s 88 counties. 

 

We understand that implementation of this project is contingent upon award of NTIA-BTOP 

funding. 

 

Zane State College is pleased to engage with the OMMC to leverage impact of broadband 

services in the Ohio. 

 

Best regards, 

 
Paul R. Brown, Ed.D. 
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